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Workshop outline

1. Background information

2. Emergency remote education during the COVID-19 pandemic: A living rapid 
review
➔Methodology
➔ Key findings thus far

3. Using EPPI-Reviewer and EPPI-Mapper to create interactive evidence gap maps

4. Hands-on task #1: Creating and setting up a review in EPPI-Reviewer

5. Hands-on task #2: Creating an interactive evidence gap map

6. Hands-on task #3: Creating an open access database using EPPI-Visualiser
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Dr Melissa Bond

• Former high school teacher in South Australia (10 years)

> Masters dissertation: ‘Student perceptions towards studying 
German in South Australia at two crucial transition points in 
secondary schooling’

• Research Associate (3 years, CvO Universität Oldenburg)

> PhD, 2020: ‘Facilitating student engagement through 
educational technology: Current research, practices and 
perspectives’

• EPPI-Reviewer Support Officer (Feb 2020 onwards)

• Systematic & mapping reviews
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317872154_Student_perceptions_towards_studying_German_in_South_Australia_at_two_crucial_transition_points_in_secondary_schooling
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339271967_Facilitating_student_engagement_through_educational_technology_Current_research_practices_and_perspectives
http://drmelissabond.weebly.com/systematic-reviews.html
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-658-27602-7


Schools & emergency remote education 
during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Abrupt switch to emergency remote teaching.

• Research gaps, especially within vulnerable populations 
and the role of parents.

• Many teachers and school leaders were looking to 
explore how other countries had reacted.

 However, lack of time plus added stress. 

• Early attempts to collate information.

• Evidence synthesis needed for policy and practice.

BBC (2020); Davies (2020)
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Methodology - (Living) rapid review

(Hamel et al., 2020; Tricco et al., 2015; Tricco et al., 2020)

“A rapid review is a form of knowledge synthesis that accelerates the process of 
conducting a traditional systematic review through streamlining or omitting specific 
methods to produce evidence for stakeholders in a resource-efficient manner.” 
(Garrity et al., 2020)

THIS REVIEW

• Limit the number of databases

• Conduct the review alone

• Limit to English-only

• Draw on previous reviews
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Research Questions

1. Where, when and by whom has K-12 research on teaching and learning during the 
COVID-19 pandemic been published?

2. What are the characteristics of, methods used, and topics studied in research on 
teaching and learning in K-12 during the COVID-19 pandemic?

3. What technology has been used during emergency remote teaching and what are 
stakeholder perceptions?

4. Which influential factors on student engagement within the microsystem were the 
most discussed?

5. What recommendations have been provided in the included studies for emergency 
remote teaching and learning going forward?
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(Living) rapid review

● Use of previous reviews to construct search string
● WoS, EBSCOHost, Scopus, Microsoft Academic Graph, ResearchGate, Twitter Search
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(Living) rapid review

● EPPI-Reviewer
● 777 screened on title and abstract, 156 on full textScreening
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EPPI-Reviewer
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EPPI-Reviewer evidence synthesis software was created to support the methodological work 

conducted at the EPPI-Centre.

EPPI-Reviewer helps by:

 keeping your review process explicit and replicable

 enabling you to work with many others in one review

 keeping your data in one place

 helping with large screening loads through priority screening

 enabling updates to your review, including through machine learning

 allowing the easy creation of interactive evidence gap maps

 Web-based - accessed from any device with an internet connection. 

 Developed for all types of systematic review.

 Designed for flexibility.

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPIReviewer-Web/home

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPIReviewer-Web/home


EPPI-Reviewer
Screening

• Enable auto advance

• Show terms function 

highlights key phrases

• Use touch device

• Easy to edit and add codes 

or extra information

Add new codes
Edit codes
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Living review
Using Microsoft Academic Graph within EPPI-Reviewer

• MAG still in beta in 
ER Web, but 
available in ER4.

• Allows easy citation 
checking.

• Import items directly 
into your review.

• Create auto-updates 
for included items in 
your review.
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(Living) rapid review

● 89 studies included for data extraction

● Use of previous reviews to construct data extraction tool

Data 
extraction

12Bond, 2020, p. 35



EPPI-Reviewer
Data extraction

• View PDFs within item 

records

• Highlight text and assign to 

codes

• Highlighted quotes appear 

in reports

• Produce a range of reports 

for synthesis
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(Living) rapid review

● Narrative synthesis

● Tabulation and interactive evidence gap maps, computer-assisted content 
analysis

Data 
synthesis
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Key Findings

• 88% of studies are available open 

access.

• Most research participants were 

from Europe (44%), Asia (27%) and 

North America (22%).

• The majority of studies were 

focused on experiences at 

secondary school level (78%), and 

focused on teachers and school 

leaders (71%).

15https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ1.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ1.html


Key Findings

• 52% qualitative, 44% quantitative, 4% mixed 

methods.

• Online surveys most prevalent (67%) and fit 

for purpose.

• The majority of studies were focused on 

general challenges in teaching and learning 

(63%), followed by teacher digital 

competence (33%), digital infrastructure 

(33%), student learning habits (32%), and 

school/home connection (31%).

16https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ1.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ1.html


Key Findings

• Over 80 individual tools used.

• Synchronous collaboration tools 

(47%), knowledge organisation and 

sharing tools (43%), and text-based 

tools (38%).

• Most frequently mentioned tools 

Zoom, Google Classroom, LMS, 

videos made by teachers, and video 

conferencing software.

17https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html


Key Findings

1881% 78%



Key Findings

1978% 58%



Key Findings

2044% 42%



Key Findings

21
28%



Interactive evidence gap maps

• Created for each research 
question

• Freely available open 
access

• Filterable, searchable

• Can download references

• Direct links to studies

• Can assist synthesis

22https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3794

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3794


Identified research gaps

• Lack of research from Africa, 

Oceania, the Middle East and 

South America.

23https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ2.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ2.html


Identified research gaps

• Lack of research from Africa, 

Oceania, the Middle East and 

South America.

• More research needed on the 

experiences and preferences of 

students, especially in regards to 

vulnerable populations.

24https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ2.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ2.html


Identified research gaps

• Lack of research from Africa, 

Oceania, the Middle East and 

South America.

• Experiences and preferences of 

students, especially in regards to 

vulnerable populations.

• Multimodal production tools, social 

networking tools and assessment 

tools.

25https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html


Identified research gaps

• Lack of research from Africa, 

Oceania, the Middle East and 

South America.

• Experiences and preferences of 

students, especially in regards to 

vulnerable populations.

• Multimodal production tools, social 

networking tools and assessment 

tools.

• Google Classroom, Edmodo, 

Moodle and videos. 26
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/Maps/Mel/EGM_Schools_ERE_RQ3.html


Recommendations from research
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Living review
Using EPPI-Visualiser within EPPI-Reviewer
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https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppi-vis/login/open?webdbid=5

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppi-vis/login/open?webdbid=5


Overall…

• 1 month to conduct search and data extraction, part-time

• Used previous reviews to construct search string

• Direct import from MAG into EPPI-Reviewer
Fast

• Large number of sources considered, including grey literature

• Interactive EGMs allow open exploration of data

• Updatable ‘living’ review
Good

• 1 person

• EPPI-Reviewer cost nominal – everyone entitled to one month free trial

• EPPI-Mapper free to ER users
Cheap
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EPPI-Reviewer Web
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https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppireviewer-web

• Works with modern browsers (Firefox, 

Safari, Chrome).

• Works on web-enabled devices, e.g. 

smartphones and tablets.

• Uses the same data as EPPI-Reviewer 4.

• Based on same tech as Google Docs and 

Gmail.

• It is still in development – new 

functionalities appear regularly (roughly 

every 1-2 months).

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppireviewer-web


Logging into EPPI-Reviewer
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https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppireviewer-web

1. Enter your username.

2. Enter your password.

3. Click on ‘Login’.

4. Select review by clicking on review name 

or ‘Coding UI’.

HELPFUL TIP:

If the review name you 

want to access is greyed 

out, you have Coding Only 

access and need to click 

the ‘Coding UI’ button.

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppireviewer-web


EPPI-Reviewer Home Screen

32

• Quick overview 

of officially

included, 

excluded, 

deleted and 

duplicate items.

• Can also create a new 

review from here.



EPPI-Reviewer Home Screen
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My Reviews panel

• Lists the reviews you have access to.

• Click on a review name to switch to that review.

• Click on ‘Coding UI’ to go to a coding only view.

Sources panel

• Lists all imports, including imported files, 

PubMed searches within ER and 

manually created items.

• Items imported in one file can be 

deleted here if necessary.



EPPI-Reviewer Home Screen
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• Clicking on the name of a coding tool will show the coding progress.

• By clicking on a blue number, you will be taken to a list of those items in 

the References tab.

Complete Incomplete



EPPI-Reviewer Home Screen

35
• Click on the green ‘Codes‘ button to open and close the coding tools



Importing references
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Review home tab

• Click on the Import items button

• The Import/Manage Sources page will 

be displayed.

• Select an import filter.

 RIS for Mendeley, 

EndNote & Google 

Scholar

• Find your file and click 

open.

Video: https://youtu.be/Emkuq5H_FB0

https://youtu.be/Emkuq5H_FB0


Importing references
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• Number of items to import will be displayed.

• Enter search details if desired, including string, 

database and date of the search.

• Click on the Show Preview button to see items 

for importing.

• Check to see if they appear as you would 

expect.

• Click Hide Preview to collapse.

• Click on Import to bring the items into your 

review.

Video: https://youtu.be/Emkuq5H_FB0

https://youtu.be/Emkuq5H_FB0


EPPI-Mapper: What is it?

38

● An application to create interactive evidence gap maps (EGMs).

● Developed by the EPPI-Centre in partnership with the Campbell Collaboration.

○ First version was created in early 2018.

● Requires studies to be coded in EPPI-Reviewer.

● Designed for flexibility.

● Has many options for changing the 

appearance of the map.

● User has full control of branding.

● Exists as a standalone HTML file.

http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/#/

http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/#/


Map example

39
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html

Campbell Mega-map is a good example of a map that uses much of the available 

functionality.

● Outcomes v Interventions.

● Each row and column have sections and 

subsections.

● Each cross-section is segmented into 

quality ratings within cells (hover to display)



Map example - layout
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Menu

Branding and title

EPPI-

Mapper 

version

Legend 

for 

segments

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html



Map example - style
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Style can be pre-set or changed.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html

Bubble Heat

Mosaic Donut



Map example - colours
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You can choose the colour of:

❖ Row headers

❖ Column headers

❖ Individual cells

Colours can be selected visually or entered manually in RGB or HSL

● RGB (Red, Green, Blue), e.g. Green: 0,255,00 or #00FF00

● HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness), e.g. Green: 120°, 150%, 50%



Map example - filter

43

Map users can filter the studies being displayed

❖ Default - AND across sections and OR within 

sections

❖ AND - all selections

❖ OR - all selections

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html



Map example - items
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html

Click on a cell or row / 

column to open references 

panel.

❖ Codes selected cell on 

the left can be adjusted.

❖ Group by option.

❖ Study info on right.

❖ Option to filter/search by 

Title, Author, Abstract



Map example – top menu
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html

Top menu contains many options

• Hide Headers – hides the header area (logos, title, etc.) at top of screen

• Full screen – makes the browser fill your entire screen

• About – panel appears with information about the map (optional)

• Submit a study – panel appears with info on how a map user might contribute to the map (optional)

• List studies – all studies in the map will be listed in the documents panel



Map example – collapse
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html

• You can collapse sections of rows and columns to view more of the map

• Click on the (hover) icon in the row or column section to collapse/expand

• The bubbles will show an aggregate of the collapsed section

New function

• If the map has a lot of rows and 

columns you can set it to open 

in a collapsed state



Map example - export
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The Records panel has a Download Listed References button

• This is an optional function.

• Clicking button will generate a RIS formatted file of the listed records. 

• RIS is a ‘standard’ format for references that can be used with all reference management software (e.g. EndNote).

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/18911803/NEW-Mega-map-June2020-1603791519253.html



Designing your coding tool
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EPPI-Reviewer data extraction coding tool structure is important

❖ Rows and columns can have up to 3 levels.

Level 1 (non selectable code)

Level 2 (non selectable code)

Level 3 (selectable codes)



Designing your coding tool
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❖ Filters can have up to 2 levels.

Level 1 (non selectable code)

Level 2 (selectable codes)



Designing your coding tool
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1. In the Review Home page, either click on Coding Tools or Edit Tools.

2. Click on Add Coding Tool.

3. Leave the tool type as Standard and give the coding tool a name.

4. Leave as Normal data entry mode (for Comparison or double coding, you will need to 

change it).

5. Click Create.

Video: https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA

https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA


Designing your coding tool

51Video: https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA

1. Select your new coding tool on the right hand side and click on ‘Add Child’.

2. Leave the code type as ‘Not selectable (no checkbox)’ and type in the parent code 

name, e.g. Author Information.

3. Click on ‘Create’.

4. Expand the coding tool, by clicking on the black arrow, and click on your new parent 

code.

5. Click ‘Add Child’.

https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA


Designing your coding tool

52Video: https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA

1. Leave the code type as ‘Not selectable (no checkbox)’ and type in the parent code 

name, e.g. Author Continent.

2. Click on ‘Create’.

3. Expand the coding tool, by clicking on the black arrow, and click on your new parent 

code.

4. Click ‘Add Child’.

5. Change the Code Type to 

‘Selectable (show checkbox)’.

6. Type in the Code Name, e.g. 

Asia.

7. Type in a description 

(optional).

8. Click on ‘Create’.

https://youtu.be/bGTyqe_ySyA


Practical #1 – Creating a review and screening
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Task: 

1. Sign in to EPPI-Reviewer and create a new review.

2. Download this file and import it into your review, using the Web of Science 

filter.

3. Create a new coding tool for use in an evidence gap map.

> The topic is the use of discussion forums in second language learning.

> Your coding tool might include:

 Study design

 Study level of participants

 Author information

 Open access status

 Language

 Technology used

 Pedagogical approaches

 Outcomes

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPIReviewer-Web/home
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/CMS/Portals/35/PD%20materials/Discussion%20forum%20language%20learning%20WoS.txt


References tab
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1. Click on View Options to customise your item view.

• Change the Page size number, to change the number of items 

displayed on the page.

2. Click on GO next to an item to view that record.



Item details page
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Title

Abstract

Coding tool Auto AdvanceNavigation

To edit an item record, you must click on the 

Edit button

The EPPI-Reviewer Web Item Details interface.

Info box



Locating PDFs
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• Connect to your institution via VPN or remote desktop.

• If there is a URL or DOI for the item, click on the blue name.

• Alternatively, use the ‘Find on’ button in the top right hand corner.



Uploading PDFs
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1. Click on Upload at the bottom of the 

item record.

2. Select the file you want to upload and 

click on Open.

3. Your file will now appear at the 

bottom of the item record, in the 

Documents panel.

4. To view the PDF, click on the green 

eye icon.

5. To delete the PDF, click on the red 

trash icon.



Coding your studies
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1. Expand your coding tool by clicking on the black arrow.

2. Scroll down and click on the View PDF icon.

3. Read the studies and click on the checkboxes for the appropriate codes.

To add codes on the fly:

1. Click on the coding tool or parent code 

where you want to add the child code.

2. Click on the + icon.

3. Choose the code type.

4. Type in the code name.

5. Click on Create.



Exporting your data

59Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

After coding your items within EPPI-Reviewer, you will need to export your data as a 

JSON file.

1. Go to the ‘References’ tab and click on 

‘Coding Report’.

2. Choose the coding tool to export.

3. Select the ‘JSON report?’ checkbox.

4. Choose which items to get the report for.

5. Click on ‘Get Report’.

6. Click on the save icon and save to your 

device.

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io


http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/

• Free for all EPPI-Reviewer users

• Uses EPPI-Reviewer data (JSON report)

• Simple, easy to use wizard

• Add further links, graphics and videos

• Include information for how others can 
submit to your review

• Download and share

60

EPPI-Mapper application

http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/
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Creating a map - 1

Step 1

Upload your JSON file. 

 This file contains your mapping data

• EPPI-Mapper can be found at http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/#/

• In this example I am using a JSON file of the Campbell mega-map project

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/#/
https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 2

Step 2

Select the Column and Row data.

Select bubble data (Segmenting 

Attribute).

• The dropdown menus will be automatically populated based on the data found in the JSON file.

• Depending on your data, you might only have one choice in the Segmenting (bubble) attribute menu, or 

none at all.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 3

Step 3

Choose the map appearance.

• Choose the default style

• Start with collapsed headers?

• Colours for the rows and columns

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 3

Step 3 (cont.)

Choose bubble codes.

• The child codes of the selected segment will be displayed.

• You can manually select the codes (up to 4) or have the utility select the first 4 listed (Add all children).

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 3

Step 3 (cont.)

Choose bubble colours.

• You can visually select the colours or manually 

enter values 

• RGB (hex and digital)

• HSL

• Recording values is useful if you need to 

generated an updated map in the future

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 3

Step 3 (cont.)

Preview

• Before clicking continue, you get a preview of the colours you have selected.

• At any point in the process you can click ‘Back’ to change any of your previous selections.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 4

Step 4 

Add the About and Submitting 

Studies text

• These are optional and will not 

appear in the menu if left blank.

• The editors are very powerful and 

will be covered in Step 6.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 5

Step 5 

Set the Export records option.

Select the filters to display.

Select the citation fields to 

display.

• Important: Filters will be displayed in the order they are selected.

• Citation fields will be displayed in the order they are selected.

• Remove abstracts option hides the abstract in the citation.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 6

Step 6 

Branding

• Appears at the top of your EGM.

• Creating a table in the header will 

allow you to arrange text and 

images.

• Insert images.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 6

Step 6 (cont.)

Branding

• Use different fonts, font size, font colours.

• Change cell backgrounds.

• Add images, animated gifs, videos.

• Almost anything is possible!

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Creating a map - 7

Step 7

Download

• Click Download to generate and download 

the map file (as a HTML file).

• The map file can be used anywhere, no 

internet needed.

• The host online option will optimise the 

map, but that map will then need an 

internet connection.

• You can either upload your map to your 

own CMS, or we can host it on ours.

Video: https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io

https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
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Edit a completed map

• The finished map file is an HTML formatted text file, so it can be edited in any 

text editor after it is created (e.g. Notepad++)

• If you are even a little bit familiar with HTML you can do quite a bit to change 

the map’s appearance after it is created.
 Any static text on map can be edited (including ‘About’ section)

 Most colours can be changed

 Padding can be added to table cells

• If you know a little bit of JavaScript you can go even further and start 

changing how the map behaves.
 You can add functionality. Many of the additions to the mapping utility started with me 

manually editing an existing map



Practical #2 – Coding studies and creating a map
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Objective: to code studies in EPPI-Reviewer, produce a 

JSON report and create an interactive EGM

Task: 
1. Using your new coding tool in EPPI-Reviewer, code at least 20 

items. 

2. Generate a JSON file.

3. Create an interactive evidence gap map using the EPPI-Mapper 

app.

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPIReviewer-Web/home
http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/
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What is EPPI-Visualiser?

EPPI-Visualiser is a new web database tool, displaying the studies and coding conducted in your review.

 Any changes made in your review are updated live in the database.

Source: https://t.co/EXPXjvHXgn?amp=1Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

https://t.co/EXPXjvHXgn?amp=1
https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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Live Demonstration

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppi-vis/login/open?webdbid=5

https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppi-vis/login/open?webdbid=5
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Creating an EPPI-Vis web database

1. On the Review Home page, click on the blue ‘Setup 

Visualisations’ button.

2. Click on ‘Add New…’

3. Type in a database name.

4. Type in a Subtitle (optional).

5. If you want to assign a password to it, click on the toggle 

under ‘Is open access’ and type in a password (This can 

also be done later).

6. Click ‘Save’.

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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1. Click the green ‘Edit!’ button.

2. Type in a description – will appear in the ‘Introduction’ section.

3. If you only want to include studies that have a certain code, e.g. 

‘Include on Full Text’, click on the green ‘Add’ button.

4. If you want to assign a password to it, click on the toggle next to 

‘Is open access’ and type in a username and password.

5. Click save.

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

Creating an EPPI-Vis web database

https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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1. To upload images, click on ‘Edit’ and then the blue ‘Edit Images’ 

button.

2. Click on ‘Select files…’, choose the first image from your device.

3. Preview the image and click on ‘Upload’.

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

4. If your image is too big, you will get a warning message.

5. To add another image, click on ‘Edit Images’ again and repeat the 

steps for Image 2.

Creating an EPPI-Vis web database

https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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Creating an EPPI-Vis web 

database

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

The database website address 

(URL) is now displayed.

You can now choose which 

coding tools you would like to 

have displayed. To do this:

1. Click on ‘Please select’.

2. Choose the coding tool 

and click ‘Add!’.

https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

You can also choose to have certain codes not appear in your database.

 This does not delete the codes from your review!

1. To remove a code completely, click on the red bin icon.

2. To change the name of a code within your EPPI-Vis, click on ‘Edit’, 

change it and click on ‘Save’.

 Only changes how it appears in EPPI-Vis.

Now that your EPPI-Vis database has been setup, you can click on ‘View in 

EPPI-Vis’ or simply click on the blue URL link to see a preview.

Once you’re happy with it, simply share the link.

Creating an EPPI-Vis web database

https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo


Practical #3 – Create an EPPI-Vis web database
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Objective: to create an openly accessible EPPI-Visualiser

web database

Task: 
1. Within your review, create a web database of your coding using 

EPPI-Visualiser.



Professional development opportunity
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Using Microsoft Academic in EPPI-Reviewer Web

• Free online webinar

• Friday, 23rd July 2021

• 11am-12pm (BST)

Register here

http://drmelissabond.weebly.com/eppi-reviewer-workshops.html


Further information

• Schools and emergency remote education during the COVID-19 pandemic – information and 

interactive evidence gap maps.

• Schools and ERE during the COVID-19 pandemic – article.

• EPPI-Reviewer homepage – sign up to a free one month trial.

• Recorded introductory webinar on using EPPI-Reviewer Web.

• EPPI-Mapper information – includes links to example maps.

• EPPI-Mapper app

• EPPI-Reviewer instructional video on interactive evidence gap maps.

• EPPI-Reviewer instructional video on how to create an EGM using EPPI-Mapper.

• Recorded webinar about creating interactive evidence gap maps.

• Information about using Microsoft Academic Graph within EPPI-Reviewer.

• Mapping the field of emergency remote teaching in higher education due to COVID-19
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https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3794
https://www.asianjde.org/ojs/index.php/AsianJDE/article/view/517
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=2914
https://youtu.be/-76k1Tnz4qU
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3790
http://eppimapper.digitalsolutionfoundry.co.za/#/
https://youtu.be/wKPNeZFTo8o
https://youtu.be/nW353pA75io
https://youtu.be/eURa6A1NQzc
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3754
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Mapping-the-emerging-field-of-research-on-emergency-remote-teaching-in-higher-education-due-to-COVID-19-Implications-for-education-research-and-practice


Contact Information
Dr Melissa Bond

Email: melissa.bond@ucl.ac.uk

ER Support: EPPISupport@ucl.ac.uk

Twitter: https://twitter.com/misc_nerd

Website: http://drmelissabond.weebly.com/

ResearchGate: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Melissa-Bond-5

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bondmelissa/

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/EPPIReviewer4
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mailto:melissa.bond@ucl.ac.uk
mailto:EPPISupport@ucl.ac.uk
https://twitter.com/misc_nerd
http://drmelissabond.weebly.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Melissa-Bond-5
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bondmelissa/
https://www.youtube.com/user/EPPIReviewer4
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